George was once a bouncy pup; now his pace is steady and slow. Still, he feels special. Then – “Ya-yippity, yappity, yeep-yeep-yeep!” – a stray dog bristling with energy lands on George’s doorstep and wiggles himself right into George’s family. Full of tricks, this new dog, Zippity, is a wonder! But when Zippity disappears, it’s George who proves that an old dog with a few tricks of his own can still be . . . SOME DOG!

Expressive watercolors brimming with humor make this a perfect choice for dog lovers of any age, while any child who has felt his status usurped by a new sibling will cheer as George, a most unlikely hero, saves the day.

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
I am an adult with no kids in my life, yet I love kids books! This book, SOME DOG, was recommended by BARk! Magazines editorial review, so I bought it from Amazon. This is a wonderful story - the plot of which I will not divulge here. Suffice it to say that anyone who LOVES dogs, and especially anyone in rescue work, will appreciate the story about the loyalty, dedication, and unconditional love given by an Elder Basset Hound, even at risk of his own life. I have since bought the book to give as gifts to other dog-loving friends! If you do have kids in your life, it also has wonderful moral lessons on acceptance, compassion, dedication, and love. Buy it!
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